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About This Game
Survive the ancient temples of Zuma, the critically acclaimed action-puzzler from PopCap! Deep in the jungle lie hidden
temples bursting with traps and trickery, and it's up to you to uncover their treasures. Fire magical balls from your stone frog
idol to make matches of three or more and clear the deadly chain before it reaches the golden skull.

Explore all the temples — if you're good, you’ll rack up huge combos and special bonuses that'll help you on your way. But
think fast and aim smart, or you'll be history in this action-packed puzzle challenge!

Key Features

3D accelerated graphics and effects.
Stunning sounds and tribal tunes.
Explore the Adventure mode and test your skills in Gauntlet mode.
Over 20 temples to explore!
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Farmer Bob walked out to his field and looked over the fresh crop. For some reason, everything seemed a bit sharper and better
looking lately. Which made Bob happy. But many of his favorite tools had vanished from the market, which made Bob
unhappy. Surely they would return to the market later, but he'd probably have to pay for the access. "The Man" was always
stickin it to Bob like that. Because that's "The Man"'s job.
Bob looked over his combine. It was dirty, but there was no damage to it, but that was expected. There was never any damage.
He'd taken to jumping his tractor off cliffs and humming Dixie. Maybe he'd get a horn set up for it.
Bob's life was never exciting. There were no aliens, commie invasions to fight off, or Godzilla vs Mothra battles in the north 40.
But that's okay. Bob drove tractors. He liked driving tractors and combines and loaders in giant circles and squares and
quadrilaterals and stuff. And that's what's important in life. That, and sneaking off with the chickens' eggs to make some extra
cash. It helped that he'd clubbed that dang rooster over the head every time he heard it. It finally seemed to shut up, or at least
turn the volume down.
The south field was already planted, so Bob hopped into yet another tractor and hooked up a sprayer. Setting the brand spankin
new cruise control to its only value - cruise, he activated the spray and drove his first pass over the field. Coming to the end of
the field, he shut off the sprayer. The cruise control immediately sensed the shutoff and floored the accelerator. Bob whipped
the tractor around as fast as he could and the cruise slowed a bit through the turn. But when he straightened out, the cruise
shifted into warp 7. The inertial dampeners failed and Bob was crushed against the back seat of his machine, accelerating out of
control. As his ribs cracked and he lost consciousness, his last thoughts were of how poorly the English language could express
his dislike of the new cruise control. At least the tractor wouldn't be damaged.
. Decent nothing great should've given her something from Capcom's games like Dino Crisis.. I remember looking at Mutant
Storm when it first came out and being absolutely blown away by how it looked, how things moved in it. It was a genuine and
very real inspiration for me thinking "one day, I want to do something like that" and well, I do now.
It wasn't just the game, it was that there was this really small team making arcade games at a point where it's generally accepted
that the arcade is dead. Well, that's fairly good right?
And sure, looks wise even despite a couple of makeovers it looks sort of less inspirational now than it did in the early 2000's and
we're in a post Geometry Wars world where everything subscribes to a similar sort of neon-particle explosion sort of thing and I
like that, I really really like that but Mutant Storm looks like Mutant Storm and nothing else. It's clearly got Minter-spirations
but it's very very "looks like a Pompom game" and that's the kind of thing we can all aspire to. Not necessarily looking like
Pompom but making a game that's ours and unmistakably ours too.
The gameplay seems, now, rather tame considering. It's not easy but there's a rigidity to the waves and patterns that compared to
a lot of what we see now is very much more considered. And that's fine, absolutely fine because it still remains a very good little
game of shooting things. And what's a game like this if not about shooting things, right? Right.
So yeah, Mutant Storm. A classic and an inspiration to me. Still, after all these years. An essential, no doubt.. I would love to
play this game but it keeps telling me that it is either not responding or just freezes..
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. The fact games like this have positive ratings at the time of writing this review, is an indication of the low standards set for
games on Steam these days and the troll reviews that come with it.
This game is nothing more than an idle process as you wait for achievements to pop. It's made even worse by the fact the
developer has 2 premium DLC's which speed up this process but add nothing more to this poor excuse for a "game".
Not to mention the fact that this game is simply a re-upload of an old game by the same name, possibly made by the same
person under a different name.
It takes around 40-50 hours to fully idle the game in around 5-6 increments of idling for 8 hours at a time (the time in which it
takes to dry the paint on the wall).. If you need to pause in HOI4, don't buy this game. Played a lot of this game's early stages on
Game Jolt, and some of it in its current state on Steam. Although it's currently lacking some polish, it's definitely going to be a
promising 3D platformer.
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I haven't heard this many children scream at once since Christmas time.
Also an immediate selling point of the game is the ability to scream into your microphone and actually progress further into the
game (or hinder you depending on the situation.)
11\/10. I've gotten a few puzzle games lately that were disappointing, but Anode wasn't one of them. If this sounds like the kind
of thing you'd be interested in, you almost certainly won't be disappointed.
The game is similar to Tetris or Columns and whatnot in that rows of colored blocks fall from the sky, but there are different
mechanics. To match colors you don't just have to get them orthogonally adjacent (left, right, up and down), but diagonally
works too. Matches can twist and turn throughout the board. The major difference, though, is that matches can't be made until a
detonator cell of a certain color connects up. It can be of a certain color to match other colors next to it, or sometimes it's pure
white and acts a wild card that matches any color. When the detonator hits, all the adjacent matching colors explode in a chain
across the board.
There are some other add ons that dilute the process somewhat. There are also connectors that make any color on either side
link up with each other, so if, say. a red detonator is on one side it will match up and explode any color on the other side. The
only problem is it's not always easy to line matching connectors up, and if they land unconnected they are just dead cells until
the adjacent color explodes and takes it with it. Certain long chains of explosions also earn you power ups, so you can remove
the lowest row, erase half of all of a certain color on the screen or randomly turn some cells into a detonator. They're activated
by hitting enter, and usually there's enough stuff moving on screen that I don't have a chance to see what the power ups are. I
just hit enter whenever there is a bunch of power ups collected. When the board is mostly empty that can be a waste though.
These functions could maybe stand to be streamlined in some way, but the only option I've seen is just to turn them off before
the game starts.
All in all, it's certainly worth the money, on sale or not.. \u0421\u043d\u0430\u0447\u0430\u043b\u0430 \u043e
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\u0431\u044b \u043d\u0430 \u043f\u043e\u043b\u044c\u0437\u0443 \u0431\u043e\u043b\u0435\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0434\u0443\u043c\u0430\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0430\u0443\u0434\u0438\u043e\u0441\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0432\u043b\u044f\u044e\u0449\u0430\u044f \u0438
\u043d\u0435 \u0442\u0430\u043a\u0430\u044f \u0433\u0440\u0443\u0431\u0430\u044f
\u0430\u043d\u0438\u043c\u0430\u0446\u0438\u044f \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0441\u043e\u043d\u0430\u0436\u0430.. Some
great concepts. A liittle buggy but not bad. I work in the Oil and Gas Industry and this is the 1st game I've tried with petroleum
references that hasn't insulted it though having well sites at the plant site is pretty rare in my region. Will be interested to see the
game develope if that is the plan.. For the price, this is pretty cool!
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The UI leaves something to be desired in spots. Like for some reason you have to hit enter on the keyboard to confirm
engineering when everything else can be done with the mouse. And there's some typos here and there. And the tutorial doesn't
really explain everything, like that you have to unlock the other colony pods, I only stumbled across that in the quests screen. It
feels a little early-access-ish, but it just came out and maybe there will be some polishing patches.
BUT, for 5 bucks (three on sale right now), it's a really chill little "wander around the universe" game where you scan planets
and maybe terraform them a little, and put down colonies to make more money to buy more stuff. And then occasionally you
can like, use something called THE WORLDTAKER to basically a kill a sentinet planet and use its neuro network to build a
really good colony and that kind of makes me feel like a monster, and that's fun. And I guess I could bomb the colonies that the
other alien races set up if I ever find the stuff to do that?
If this was priced higher, it would be hard to recommend, to be honest, but there's a lot there for cheap and so far it's been a
really relaxing little game to chill out with while I watch tv or listen to a podcast. So, thumbs up.
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